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Synopsis: Saarai Viraju is based on Raavi Shastri's novel Aaru Saarai Katalu. n In this film, Ajay's characterization is
mixed with different shades.n Virraju, known as Sarai Viraju, an orphan who makes a living with another orphan Dhana,

who helps him recover from a misfortune that happened to him.He loves Dhana and takes care of him with great
emotional Sarayu took Dhana's name because his mother died in childbirth.n However, he found out that Dhana was his

son and abandoned him.Dhana became rich, but somehow did not take any steps to renew his name. his maternal
grandfather had to pass away.Sarai remains an orphan, but he leaves Dhena when he meets him and they marry. English
actors about sounded with great sincerity and understanding of the subtext.n The film received good reviews from critics

and is considered one of the most famous in India.n You can watch "Aaru Saarai Ktalu" online on our website in good
quality and completely free of charge.n Despite the fact that the film "Aar Saarai Katalu" was directed by an Indian
director, its screenplay and dialogues were written by an American journalist. He also wrote the script and added a

translation by G. G. Aleksanyan.n The film also discusses topical issues such as family ties, marriage, parental rights,
religion, humanity and others, and during the reign of Indira Gandhi, and many other political figures .n Remarkably, by
the time the film was made, most of the problems faced in today's society had already been resolved. So, for example, in

the eighties, all the problems of the conflict between church and state were resolved. !-- /* Font Definitions */ @font-
face {font-family:"Cambria Math"; pa
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